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The HEAT Telescopes of the Pierre Auger Observatory
Status and First Data
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Abstract: The southern Pierre Auger Observatory was designed to detect ultrahigh energy cosmic rays above 1018 eV
with high accuracy exploiting a hybrid detection technique. A surface array of 1660 water Cherenkov detectors on
a 1500 m triangular grid covers an area of 3000 km2. The atmosphere above the array is viewed by 24 wide angle
telescopes. These telescopes observe the faint fluorescence light of the extensive air showers at dark moonless nights, i.e.
with a duty cycle of about 15 %. As an enhancement to this baseline design of the Auger Observatory three additional
telescopes with elevated field of view were built and now constitute HEAT, the high-elevation Auger telescopes. These
telescopes are similar to the 24 other fluorescence telescopes (FD) but can be tilted by 29 degrees upward. They cover an
elevation range from 30 to 58 degrees above horizon to enable the unbiased detection of nearby low energy air showers.
Especially in combination with the detector information from an infill array of water tanks on a 750m grid close to the
HEAT site the energy range of high quality hybrid air shower measurements is extended down to below 1017 eV. HEAT
is fully commissioned and is taking data continuously since September 2009. The status and prospects of HEAT are
discussed and first (preliminary) data are presented.
Keywords: Pierre Auger Observatory, cosmic rays, HEAT, high-elevation fluorescence telescope
1 Introduction
The Pierre Auger Observatory was designed to measure the
energy, arrival direction and composition of cosmic rays
from about 1018 eV to the highest energies with high preci-
sion and statistical significance. The construction of the
southern site near Malargu¨e, Province of Mendoza, Ar-
gentina has been completed since mid 2008 and the anal-
ysis of the recorded data has already provided important
results with respect to, for example, the energy spectrum
of cosmic rays [1], their distribution of arrival directions
[2], their composition [3], and upper limits on the gamma
ray and neutrino flux [4, 5]. The measured cosmic ray ob-
servables at the highest energies are suitable to tackle open
questions like flux suppression due to the GZK effect, to
discriminate between bottom-up and top-down models and
to locate possible extragalactic point sources.
However, for the best discrimination between astrophysical
models, the knowledge of the evolution of the cosmic ray
composition in the expected transition region from galac-
tic to extragalactic cosmic rays in the range 1017 eV to
10
19
eV is required. Tests of models for the acceleration
and transport of galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays are
sensitive to the composition and its energy dependence in
the transition region where the observatory with the origi-
nal design had a low detection efficiency.
The fluorescence technique is best suited to determine the
cosmic ray composition by a measurement of the depth
of shower maximum. As the fluorescence light signal is
roughly proportional to the primary particle energy, low en-
ergy showers can be detected only at short distances from
the telescopes. In addition, as these showers develop ear-
lier in the atmosphere, their shower maximum lies higher
in the atmosphere and thus is not accessible to the stan-
dard Auger telescopes due to their limited field of view
in elevation (30◦). Furthermore, the geometric orientation
of the shower axis with respect to the telescope imposes
a bias on the shower selection [6]. This was the motiva-
tion to build HEAT, the high-elevation Auger telescopes.
The three HEAT telescopes are similar to the 24 standard
ones and can be tilted, providing the extension of the field
of view to larger elevation angles. From the data collected
with the Pierre Auger Observatory we know that the qual-
ity of the reconstruction is improved considerably if the
showers are recorded by a hybrid trigger. Hybrid events
provide information about the shower profile from the data
of the fluorescence detector (FD) and of at least one sur-
face detector (SD). The time and location of the shower im-
pact point on ground set further constraints which improves
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the reconstruction of the shower energy significantly [7, 8].
The Pierre Auger Collaboration has built an additional in-
fill surface detector array located at an optimal distance in
the field of view of HEAT [9].
2 Design and properties of HEAT
In 2006, the Auger Collaboration decided to extend the
original fluorescence detector, a system consisting of 24
telescopes located at four sites at the periphery of the sur-
face detector array, by three High Elevation Auger Tele-
scopes (HEAT). These telescopes have now been con-
structed, and they are located 180m north-east of the
Coihueco FD building. At the same time, the collaboration
deployed extra surface detector stations as an infill array
of 24 km2 close to and in the field of view of HEAT. The
layout of HEAT and the infill array is shown in Fig. 1.
Existing tank array 1500m
Nancy Rodrigo
Mela
Luisa Pea Rosalia
Abelardo
Feche
Tromen
El Cenizo
El Mataco
Romelia Hilda
Infill array 750m
42 additional detectors 
Area ~ 23.5 km
Coihueco FD
HEAT
Figure 1: Layout of the infill array and the Coihueco and
HEAT fluorescence telescopes. The additional infill sta-
tions are marked red (solid: already integrated in data tak-
ing).
The design of HEAT is very similar to the original FD
system [10], except for the ability to tilt the telescopes
upwards by 29◦. In both cases a large field of view of
about 30◦ × 30◦ is obtained using Schmidt optics (approx.
30
◦ × 40◦ when tilted). Fluorescence light entering the
aperture is focused by a spherical mirror onto a camera
containing 440 hexagonal PMTs. A UV transmitting fil-
ter mounted at the entrance window reduces background
light from stars effectively. An annular corrector ring as-
sures a spot size of about 0.6◦ despite the large effective
aperture of about 3m2. The high sensitivity of the Auger
FD telescopes enables the detection of high energy show-
ers up to 40 km distance. A slow control system for remote
operation from Malargu¨e allows safe handling.
Differences between the conventional FD telescopes and
HEAT are caused by the tilting mechanism. While the
original 24 FD telescopes are housed in four solid concrete
buildings, the three HEAT telescopes are installed in indi-
Figure 2: Schematic view of the cross-section of one of
the HEAT telescopes. Top: Horizontal mode for service
and cross-calibration, bottom: data-taking mode in tilted
orientation.
vidual, pivot-mounted enclosures. Each telescope shelter is
made out of lightweight insulated walls coupled to a steel
structure. It rests on a strong steel frame filled with con-
crete. An electrically driven hydraulic system can tilt this
heavy platform by 29◦ within two minutes. The whole de-
sign is very rigid and can stand large wind and snow loads
as required by legal regulations. All optical components
are connected to the heavy and stiff ground plate to avoid
wind induced vibrations and to keep the geometry fixed.
Mirror and camera were initially adjusted in the horizontal
position (service position). To ensure sufficient mechanical
stability of camera body and mirror support system, addi-
tional steel rods and overall improved support structures are
employed. The mechanical stability is monitored by means
of distance and inclination sensors. The principle of tilting
is illustrated for one bay in Fig. 2.
Another design change for HEAT is the use of an improved
data acquisition electronics (DAQ) whose concept and par-
titioning is, in principle, the same as with the previous ver-
sion. The new design of the electronic is modernized and
updated with larger and faster FPGAs. Along with that, the
sampling rate of the digitizing system was increased from
10MHz to 20MHz and the overall readout speed can be
2
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Figure 3: Photograph of HEAT in tilted mode with closed
shutters.
potentially increased. From the point of view of the data
taking and operation, HEAT acts as an independent fifth
telescope site.
The aforementioned distance monitoring system has been
used to prove that the tilting of the telescope enclosures
does not modify the optical parameters of the telescopes
significantly. In addition, reference calibration measure-
ments at different tilting angles have shown that the influ-
ence of the Earth’s magnetic field on the performance of
the PMTs is only marginal and can thus be neglected.
A photograph of HEAT in tilted mode is shown in Fig. 3.
3 Measurements
Data taking with the new telescopes of HEAT is possible in
horizontal (’down’) position as well as in the tilted (’up’)
position. The horizontal position of the HEAT telescopes,
which is used for installation, commissioning and mainte-
nance of the hardware, is also the position in which the
absolute calibration of the telescopes takes place. In this
position the field of view of the HEAT telescopes overlaps
with those of the Coihueco telescopes. This offers the pos-
sibility of doing special analyses of events recorded simul-
taneously at both sites. In addition, these events can be used
to check the alignment of the new telescopes and provide a
cross-check of their calibration constants.
With the HEAT enclosures in the tilted position, the com-
bined HEAT-Coihueco telescopes cover an elevation range
from the horizon to 58◦. This extended field of view en-
ables the reconstruction of low energy showers for close-by
shower events and resolve ambiguities in the Xmax deter-
mination. The improved resolution in energy and Xmax de-
termination is especially visible in the low energy regime.
The first measurements with a single HEAT telescope
started in January 2009 whereas measurements using the
new DAQ electronics with all three telescopes commenced
in September 2009. An example of one of the first low-
energy showers recorded with HEAT and the Coihueco sta-
tion is shown in Fig. 4.
The initial data taking period served as commissioning and
learning period. Since June 2010, the data taking and data
quality reached a satisfactory performance level and all re-
sults presented here are based on the latter data taking pe-
riod. During this period, an absolute calibration campaign
with a uniformly lit drum [11] and a roving laser for these
new telescopes has been performed successfully.
The alignment of the regular fluorescence telescopes is ob-
tained from star tracking. In addition to this method, a new
method was introduced to determine the alignment of the
HEAT telescopes. Given a reference geometry from any
number of sources (SD, hybrid, reconstruction from other
sites, laser shots) and the observation of the correspond-
ing light traces in a HEAT telescope, the developed algo-
rithm determines the optimal pointing direction for the tele-
scope. The accuracy of the method increases when applied
to many events. This method results in a statistical accu-
racy of 0.3◦ or better for elevation and azimuth. For the
HEAT telescope 1, which has the Central Laser Facility
(CLF) [12] in its field of view, accuracies of better than
0.1
◦ can be achieved.
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Figure 4: Example of a low-energy event recorded in co-
incidence with HEAT and two Coihueco telescopes. Top:
Camera image of the recorded signal. The arrival time
of the light is color-coded (blue early, late red). Bottom:
Reconstructed energy deposit profile. This nearly vertical
event with a zenith angle of 19◦ has a reconstructed energy
of about 1.7× 1017 eV.
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The different FD sites and the SD are operated indepen-
dently. Their data are merged offline using the GPS pulse-
per-second timestamps. It is thus vital for the reconstruc-
tion based on event times to measure and control the time-
offsets between the components. Instead of minimizing the
angular difference, a similar approach is also used to min-
imize the time difference between SD and HEAT. A cor-
rectly determined SD-HEAT time offset is also character-
ized by the fact, that in the combined SD-HEAT (time) ge-
ometry fit, the least number of pixels is rejected in the event
reconstruction.
4 Data analysis
For the shower reconstruction it is desired to combine the
data from HEAT and Coihueco. However, in the standard
shower reconstruction chain the data from each building
is used separately. Thus, the analysis software package
Offline [13] has been generalized from a building-based to
a telescope-based reconstruction. The different telescopes
can then be combined in any desired form to build a virtual
site.
In the same manner, the module for the hybrid geometry
finding was extended in a way that shower detector plane
(SDP) times and the time determined by the analysis of the
SD data are combined in a kind of global fit procedure. In
each fitting step the parameters describing the SDP and the
shower core are calculated together.
Initially, when the HEAT telescopes went into operation,
no absolute calibration for the HEAT telescopes was avail-
able, the gain of the camera was only flat-fielded. Using
showers measured in coincidence with HEAT (downward
mode) and Coihueco which fulfill certain quality criteria, a
set of preliminary calibration constants could be achieved.
The cross-check with the updated calibration constants (af-
ter an absolute calibration was performed) resulted in dif-
ferences of 2 % or less (depending on the telescope). With
this method also the energy resolution of the telescopes
could be determined to be of the order of 10 %, see Fig. 5.
5 Conclusions
The telescopes of the HEAT site have operated since
September 2009 and are producing high quality data in a
stable manner. The first data from this site were used to
produce rough calibration and alignment constants for this
newly built part of the observatory.
Even from a short period of data taking so far it is clear that
these new telescopes improve the quality of data for energy
and mass composition analyses significantly at low ener-
gies. Their extended field of view allows for an unbiased
measurement of 〈Xmax〉 down to much lower energies than
has been possible with the standard Auger fluorescence de-
tectors.
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Figure 5: Determination of the energy resolution of the
HEAT and Coihueco telescopes. Shown is the difference
between the energy reconstructed with HEAT in downward
mode with respect to that of Coihueco. Assuming that all
telescopes have the same energy resolution one has to di-
vide the RMS by
√
2 to obtain the resolution of one tele-
scope. The histogram also shows simulated showers recon-
structed the same way as data.
The improvements to the combined field of view of old and
new detectors required major changes to the Offline analy-
sis framework and the development of new reconstruction
components. This is currently still work in progress.
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The AMIGA detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory: an overview
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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Observatory is currently being enhanced with the AMIGA detector (Auger Muons and Infill
for the Ground Array) to bring the energy threshold down to 1017 eV and to enable the muon content of air showers to be
determined. Its baseline layout consists of a 23.5 km2 infilled area within the Pierre Auger Observatory array deployed
with synchronised pairs of water-Cherenkov surface stations and buried scintillator counters that sample simultaneously
the particles of air showers at ground level and at a depth of 2.3 m respectively. At present, both detectors are placed
on a triangular grid of 750 m, half the spacing of the main array. In this work we present the status of AMIGA, the
performance of the surface array and the analysis of the first data of the scintillator detectors.
Keywords: Pierre Auger Observatory, Low Energy Extensions, AMIGA
1 Introduction
The energy region from ∼1017 eV to ∼1018 eV is of the
outmost importance to understand the origin of the high-
energy cosmic-rays: it is the range where the transition
from a galactic to an extragalactic dominated flux may
occur. Measurements of the energy spectrum and the
mass composition within that range are expected to en-
able discrimination between different astrophysical mod-
els [1, 2, 3]. The Pierre Auger Observatory has the unique
characteristic of combining the observation of the fluores-
cence light induced by extensive air showers with the mea-
surement of their secondary particles that reach the ground
level. This hybrid approach allows cosmic ray observables
to be interpreted with unprecedented precision.
The southern site of the Observatory, located in the
Province of Mendoza, Argentina, spans an area of
3000 km2 covered with over 1600 surface detectors (SDs)
deployed on a 1500 m triangular grid. The SD array is
overlooked by 24 fluorescence detector (FD) telescopes
grouped in units of 6 at four sites on the array periphery.
Each telescope has a 30◦× 30◦ elevation and azimuth field
of view. The regular array of the Observatory is fully ef-
ficient above 3 × 1018 eV [4] and in the hybrid mode this
range is extended to ∼1018 eV [5] which does not suffice to
study the transition region.
The Auger Collaboration has already measured the energy
spectrum of cosmic rays from 1018 eV to above 1020 eV
[6]. The first enhancements of the Auger Observatory,
AMIGA and HEAT (High Elevation Auger Telescopes [7])
aim at measuring the cosmic ray spectrum and its chemical
composition components down to 1017 eV. Both extensions
started in 2008 after the construction of the Observatory
was completed. HEAT complements the Auger FD with
three additional telescopes that are tilted upwards to extend
the range of vertical viewing angles from 30◦ up to 60◦. In
turn AMIGA consists of an array of water-Cherenkov de-
tectors (WDs) set out on a hexagonal spacing with sides
of 750 m and 433 m (named graded infill array or sim-
ply infill) and an associated set of muon detectors (MDs)
each of 30 m2 buried at a depth of 2.3 m corresponding to
540 g cm−2. Any impinging muon with energy ≥1 GeV
propagates in the soil and is capable of reaching the buried
muon detectors that are located near to the WDs as shown
in Fig. 1. The new MD is the core of AMIGA that further
develops the Auger Observatory as a multi-detector facil-
ity. Since the cosmic ray flux increases rapidly with the
decreasing energy, the 750 m infill is laid out over an area
of 23.5 km2 while the planned 433 m array will cover only
5.9 km2 within the larger area. The infill spacings allow
cosmic rays to be detected with full efficiency down to an
energy of 3× 1017 eV and 1017 eV respectively.
In the following sections we will describe the status of the
AMIGA project. A description of the detector performance
is presented in [8, 9].
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Solar panel
SD station
MD access pipe
Air shower µ
10 m2 Counter
≈540 g cm−2
(2.3 m)
Figure 1: AMIGA concept: (Left) Surface infill SD station with its associated muon counter already buried. Once
instrumented, the access pipe is filled with bags containing soil from the installation site. (Right) Photo-montage to depict
the detector concept: any impinging muon with energy ≥1 GeV propagates in the soil and is capable of reaching the
buried scintillator.
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Figure 2: AMIGA array status in April 2011: the surface
stations deployed on the 750 m grid are shown together
with the associated muon detectors. The prototype MD will
consist of 7 counters on the marked hexagon.
2 Surface Graded Infill
As of April 2011, 53 out of 61 surface stations planned for
the 750 m infill have been deployed (see Fig. 2). For the
smaller 433 m grid 24 new detectors will be installed after
the completion of the 750 m array.
The water-Cherenkov detectors used in the infill array are
identical to those used in the main array with the benefit
of being a well-proven technology. Moreover, the infill is
embedded in the regular array and therefore the same selec-
tion and reconstruction strategies may be employed to the
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Figure 3: 3ToT trigger efficiency for the infill and regu-
lar array obtained from simulations of iron and proton pri-
maries.
observed showers. The trigger efficiency, the aperture and
exposure calculation, the event selection, the geometry re-
construction and lateral distribution functions used (LDFs),
as well as the energy estimator and the energy calibration,
all benefit from algorithms tested successfully over the past
years for the regular Auger SD (for a detailed description
see [8]). Any infill event with at least 3 stations forming a
triangle and satisfying a local trigger of the type Time-over-
Threshold (3ToT) [4] is accepted. The trigger efficiency as
a function of energy for simulated 3ToT events with zenith
angles below 55◦ is shown in Fig. 3 for both the regular
and the infill array. As can be seen, the 750 m spacing of
the infill allows cosmic rays to be detected down to an en-
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ergy of 3 × 1017 eV with full efficiency. Integrating the
instantaneous effective infill aperture over the time when
the detector was stable, the exposure between August 2008
and March 2011 amounts to (26.4±1.3) km2 sr yr. With the
current configuration consisting of 16 hexagons the mean
rate of 3ToT events is 55 events/day/hexagon out of which
∼51% satisfy the fiducial selection that allows events that
fall close to the boundary of the array to be rejected.
As was done for the 1.5 km array, measurement uncertain-
ties have been derived from data [10]. The angular resolu-
tion of the 750 m array was found to be 1.3◦ for events with
at least 4 stations. To reconstruct the events, the distribu-
tion of SD signals on ground as function of their distance
to the shower axis is fitted with a LDF, S(r). The opti-
mum distance, ropt, where the signal fluctuations are min-
imised depends on the array spacing. The signal S(ropt) is
the ground parameter eventually used to obtain an energy
estimator. For the regular array ropt=1000 m whereas for
the 750 m infill was found to be 450 m. Besides the uni-
form treatment of data from the highest energies down to
3 × 1017 eV, an additional advantage of having the infill
within the regular array is that it is possible to make cross-
checks of results in the overlap region. As an example the
LDF of a well-contained infill event of 2.7 × 1018 eV im-
pinging with zenith angle of 27◦ is shown in the top panel
of Fig. 4. The same event reconstructed using stations from
the regular array alone is illustrated in the bottom panel.
Both reconstructions are compatible. From event to event,
the main statistical sources of uncertainty in the parame-
ter S(450) are the shower-to-shower fluctuations, the finite
size of the detectors and the sparse sampling of the LDF.
There is also the systematic contribution due to the lack
of knowledge of the LDF. The total S(450) uncertainty de-
rived from the infill data goes from ∼22% at 10 VEM to
∼13% at 100 VEM. The energy of an event is estimated
from the ground parameter independently of the zenith an-
gle of the air shower by means of the Constant Intensity
Cut (CIC) method [11]. The method allows S(450) to be
evaluated at a reference angle of 35◦ (S35). S35 is cali-
brated using the events simultaneously observed by the SD
and the FD. The infill array was found to be fully efficient
from S35∼20 VEM.
3 The Array of Muon Detectors
The MD is currently in its prototype phase, named the Uni-
tary Cell (UC). The UC will consist of 7 buried detectors
to be installed on one hexagon and on its centre. Once
completed, the UC will be composed of 30 m2 scintillator
counters. Each counter will consist of two 10 m2 plus two
5 m2 modules associated to a single water-Cherenkov de-
tector. In turn each module is made up of 64 scintillator
strips 4.1 cm wide× 1.0 cm high. The length of the strips
is 4 m and 2 m for the 10 m2 and 5 m2 modules respectively
[9]. At present, three 10 m2 detectors have been deployed
in the positions shown in Fig. 2 with prototype electronics
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Figure 4: The same event reconstructed with the infill (top)
and the regular (bottom) array. Solid and open circles are
triggered and non-triggered stations respectively.
sampling every 12.5 ns (80 MHz). At the hexagon centre,
an additional 5 m2 module was also installed.
Although the MD has an internal stand-alone trigger mode
of operation for monitoring and self-calibration purposes
(see [9] for details), the buried scintillation detectors are
triggered by signals from the associated WD station. The
event geometry and the primary energy of the showers de-
tected by AMIGA are reconstructed by means of the SD
data alone as explained in the previous section. Once the
shower parameters are established, the MD data are anal-
ysed [9] to provide the number of muons of the observed
event. As of April 2011, the surface stations provide their
lower-level trigger (T1, in single mode) to the associated
scintillation detectors. The electronics required to link the
MD data with the SD higher trigger levels is under develop-
ment and therefore, is not yet possible to include the muon
data in the shower reconstruction chain.
We will now describe the observed correlation, at T1 level,
between the MD acquisitions and its associated SD station.
The surface stations have two independent T1 trigger
modes [4]: a mode based on threshold discrimination (TH-
T1), and a mode where the signal above threshold must be
maintained over more than 325 ns (ToT-T1). The rate of
triggers which satisfies the TH-T1 condition in the WD is
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Figure 5: (Top) Two superimposed T1 events in the MD:
a typical one with low-multiplicity (solid circles) and an
unusual one with high-multiplicity (open circles). The
low-multiplicity events account for around 95% of the T1
events. (Bottom) Projection over the time axis of the logi-
cal 1s of MD events triggered by WD T1s.
around 100 Hz while the rate of those satisfying the ToT-
T1 is ∼1.5− 2Hz. Once the MD is triggered, it records the
digital signal of each one of the 64 scintillator strips in a
local memory. Each signal has 768 logical samples and up
to 1024 events can be stored. Within each signal, a logical
1 is stored every time the corresponding pulse is above a
certain (adjustable) discrimination threshold.
Only 1% of the WD T1 events also have data in the MD.
The rate of these events is around 1.6 Hz. Furthermore,
within this small fraction, in 95% of the cases fewer than 4
strips were struck. These low-multiplicity events spread
in time across 1 or 2 intervals of 12.5 ns. In the top
panel of Fig. 5 two T1 events, as recorded by the MD, are
shown superimposed as an example. One is a typical low-
multiplicity event while the other is a rather unusual event
with high-multiplicity. The projection over the time axis of
the logical 1s of all non-empty MD events triggered by the
WD T1s is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. The dis-
crimination threshold was set to ∼80% of the mean single
photo-electron pulse height. Around 40% of these events
contribute to the well-defined Gaussian peak illustrated in
the inset, showing a time correlation with the WD T1s and
therefore indicating a common physical source. The re-
maining 60%, which constitutes the histogram baseline, is
most likely atmospheric background given that it is uni-
formly distributed in time. The same results were obtained
with different discrimination levels.
4 Discussion and Conclusion
The AMIGA enhancement of the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory is being built. It comprises both, SD stations identical
to the ones used in the main array of the Observatory de-
ployed over an infilled area, and buried scintillation detec-
tors that are used to count muons. The deployment of the
SD infill component started in 2008 and more than 85%
of the 750 m array has already been deployed. The proto-
type phase of the MD consists of 30 m2 scintillation coun-
ters to be associated to 7 SD infill stations corresponding
to one 750 m hexagon and to its centre. At present, four
scintillator modules have been deployed. The uncertain-
ties of the AMIGA infill have been studied with data and
simulations using well-proven algorithms developed for the
regular array during the past years. The total S(450) uncer-
tainty goes from ∼22% at 10 VEM to ∼13% at 100 VEM.
At the highest energies, the main driver of the uncertainties
are the shower-to-shower fluctuations. The angular reso-
lution of the infill array is below 1.3◦ for events with at
least 4 SD stations. The first data from the muon detec-
tors being triggered by the lowest level trigger signal of the
associated WD station were analysed. Although it is still
preliminary, a time correlation between the T1 trigger of
the water-Cherenkov stations and the muon detector events
was shown indicating a common physical source of both
signals. The analysis of the MD events is on-going.
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Abstract: In this paper we introduce a full simulation of the AMIGA muon counters including, the modeling of its
scintillators, wavelength shifter fibers, multi-anode photomultipliers, and front-end electronics. A novel technique for
muon counting for such underground detectors based on their signal-time structure is presented. The proposed counting
technique is evaluated with real and simulated muon pulses. Simulations of extensive air showers and particle propagation
through matter were included in an end-to-end simulation chain. Preliminary results of the first muon counter modules
installed at the Pierre Auger Observatory are presented.
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1 Introduction
The transition from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays
is still a poorly known phenomena, and composition stud-
ies are fundamental to thoroughly understand it. The
Pierre Auger Collaboration is building an upgrade named
AMIGA (Auger Muons and Infill for the Ground Array)
to both extend the energy threshold of the ground array
down to 0.1 EeV, and determine the muon component of
extensive air showers aiding primary particle identification.
AMIGA consists of an infilled area having 85 pairs of water
Cherenkov surface detectors and scintillator muon counters
buried underground to avoid the electromagnetic compo-
nent of the shower to be detected [1, 2].
In this work we describe a full simulation for the AMIGA
muon detectors, and introduce a novel technique for muon
counting. Finally, we present some preliminary outcomes
of the first counter modules installed at the Pierre Auger
Observatory.
2 The muon counters
The AMIGA muon detector (MD) consists of 30 m2 scin-
tillator counters buried 2.3 m underground. The MD counts
muons of air showers observed by the Pierre Auger Obser-
vatory, which are reconstructed by its Surface and Fluo-
rescence Detector systems. Each counter has three 10 m2
modules with 4.1 cm wide× 1.0 cm high× 400 cm long
strips. Each module consists of 64 strips made of extruded
polystyrene doped with fluor and co-extruded with a TiO2
reflecting coating. The strips have a groove where a wave-
length shifter optical fiber (WLS) is glued and covered with
a reflective foil. The manifold of fibers ends in an opti-
cal connector matched to a 64 multi-anode PMT from the
Hamamatsu H8804 series (2 mm× 2 mm pixel size). Scin-
tillators are grouped in two sets of 32 strips on each side of
the PMT.
The bandwidth of the front-end electronics is set to 180
MHz to limit the pulse width. Signal sampling is per-
formed by an FPGA at 320 MHz with an external mem-
ory to store up to 6 ms of data, equivalent to 1024 showers
[3, 4]. Stored samples of each strip are collections of log-
ical 1 or 0 depending on whether the signal surpasses a
given adjustable threshold, which is foreseen to be around
30% of the mean height of a single photoelectron (SPE).
This method is very robust since it neither relies on decon-
voluting the number of muons from an integrated signal,
nor on the PMT gain or its fluctuations, nor on the muon
hitting position on the scintillator strip and the correspond-
ing light attenuation along the fiber. It also does not re-
quire a thick scintillator to control poissonian fluctuations
in the number of SPEs per impinging muon. This one-bit
electronics design relies on a fine counter segmentation in
strips to prevent undercounting due to simultaneous muon
arrivals [5]. One unwanted feature of multi-anode PMTs is
the crosstalk (XT) between neighboring pixels. In systems
in which the discrimination is set below the SPE height,
this effect can lead to a considerable overcounting. An ef-
ficient technique is then needed to avoid this effect while
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not missing real signals in the process. This subject is ad-
dressed in section 3.2.
3 Simulations and counting strategies
The MD simulation chain implements phenomenological
models which include several experimental parameters. In
this way most of first principle processes are parametrised
improving considerably the computational performance.
Before considering the counting techniques, two main
blocks of the simulation are described in the following sec-
tion: injection of particle traces and front-end electronics
signal processing.
3.1 Injection methods and front-end electronics
While the front-end simulation is common for every parti-
cle injection method, there are three alternatives for inject-
ing traces: injection of real particle traces (real injection
method), traces from simulated particle tracks (simulated
injection method), and traces derived from simulated en-
ergy deposition (energy deposition method).
Real injection method
This method allows laboratory measured muon pulses to be
incorporated as an input to the front-end electronics simu-
lation. These pulses are measured using the same type of
scintillators, fibers and PMTs employed in the construction
of the MDs. In Fig. 1 a real muon pulse is shown. Each
measured signal is interpolated with a spline function to
feed the analog electronics stage of the simulation.
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Figure 1: A laboratory measurement of a muon pulse is
incorporated as coming out of the PMT in the real injec-
tion method. A spline interpolation is used as an input of
the front-end electronics in the next link of the simulation
chain.
Simulated injection method
In this method both the muon impinging position on the
MD and its momentum direction can be selected. The
muon signal is modeled as a superposition of SPE pulses
I
µ
(t) =
Nspe∑
i=0
I
spe
i
(t− ti). (1)
Each Ispe is taken to be of gaussian shape, whose ampli-
tude and time width are fluctuated around their mean mea-
sured values. Its reference time ti has two contributions:
the decay time of both scintillator and fiber, and the de-
lay due to propagation through the WLS. While the latter
is geometrically calculated, the mean value of the former
is measured and then used to randomly generate exponen-
tially distributed times. The number of SPEs (Nspe) is a
poissonian random integer whose mean value depends on
the impinging point according to the 〈Nspe〉 obtained from
the measured fiber attenuation curve. This mean value
is rescaled with the particle zenith angle of incidence (as
1/ cos θ). The XT effect is incorporated in the simulation
by tossing the destination of each SPE produced: it can end
up in the pixel corresponding to the impinged scintillator,
or in any of its neighbors. The probability is determined
according to the XT ratio which is measured for each of
the 64 pixels.
Energy deposition method
Finally, in the third method of injection, energy deposition
(Edep) on a given point of the MD is indicated. This in-
put can be generated with dedicated packages that simulate
particle propagation through matter [6], as described in sec-
tion 4. The deposited energy is normalised with the 〈Edep〉
of vertical simulated muons in 1 cm thick scintillator [7]
and correlated with 〈Nspe〉 extracted from the same atten-
uation curve used in the previous method.
Front-end electronics
The analog front-end behavior is mimicked as being an
ideal inverter amplifier with a 3 dB point at 180 MHz. Each
real or simulated muon pulse is convoluted with the am-
plifier transference function to obtain the analog voltage
response. A voltage threshold is set to discriminate the am-
plified signal resulting in a digital pulse. The fall and rise
times of the discriminator are taken to be finite at a constant
2.2 V/ns.
The simulated FPGA sampling, which is performed on the
digital pulse of the previous stage, has two levels of thresh-
olds. If the signal is higher than a given Vhigh the sample
is set to 1, if the signal is lower than Vlow it is set to 0. If
the signal falls in between these voltages of reference, the
sample remains in the same state as the previous one.
In Fig. 2 the processing of the real muon pulse of Fig. 1
by the simulated front-end electronics is shown. Since the
bandwidth is set to 180 MHz, higher frequency details of
the muon pulse are weakened. The discriminated signal at
a threshold of 30% 〈Vspe〉 is also shown. The displayed
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FPGA samples of this signal constitute the digital trace to
be analysed in the counting process.
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Figure 2: Simulated electronics response to a real muon
pulse. The signal is inverted, amplified and the higher fre-
quencies are filtered (thick dash line), the discrimination
level is at 30% 〈Vspe〉 and FPGA sampling produces the
digitised signal.
3.2 Analyses and counting techniques
The digital traces obtained by any of the previous meth-
ods, must be analysed to determine the number of muons.
The counting strategies are based on a pattern recognition
within a given time windoww. Three strategies are consid-
ered: nQw, nCw, and nGw. They are defined as follows: a
muon is counted with nQw if n ones are found in any po-
sition in the time window, with nCw the ones must be also
consecutive, and with nGw if n consecutive ones are found
with one sample (0 or 1) among them. Thew parameter de-
pends mainly on the fiber type and on the PMT model and
operation. It can be selected from measurements of muon
pulse widths at the discrimination level, or from simulated
signals if they can reproduce the real time width distribu-
tions. As an example, in Fig. 3 a comparison between real
muon pulses with simulated ones is made.
Simulated muon pulses were analysed with each technique,
the 2G30ns strategy was found to have the best counted-to-
impinging muons ratio when sampling at 320 MHz. Us-
ing the real injection method a counting ratio of 99% was
found at 110 cm from the PMT, 99% at 297 cm, and 88%
at 482 cm. The last point corresponds to the longest length
of fiber present in the MDs, where light attenuation makes
pulses more likely to be one SPE than in any other posi-
tion, setting a lower limit to the counting ratio. In Fig. 4
the counting ratio of each strategy is evaluated at different
thresholds for simulated muons at 2 m from the PMT. The
2G30ns is the best suited method for counting muons as
it eliminates the overcounting due to XT regardless of the
threshold, and it has the best counting ratio for the main
pixel at 30% 〈Vspe〉. The measured mean width of an SPE
pulse after discrimination is (3.75 ± 0.36) ns. The FPGA
working at 320 MHz can sample one SPE pulse at most
twice consecutively. The 2G30ns precludes it to be counted
demanding an extra sample between two ones, irrespective
of whether it is 0 or 1.
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Figure 3: Normalised histograms for the width of real and
simulated muon pulses at an impinging distance of 1.5 m
from the PMT at 30% 〈Vspe〉 level.
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Figure 4: Counting techniques at 2 m from the PMT with
simulated muons. The 2G30ns strategy has a counting ratio
of 1 at 30% 〈Vspe〉 whereas the sum of the contributions of
the neighboring pixels is negligible.
4 First data from the Observatory
The Pierre Auger Collaboration has installed four MD
modules at the Observatory site since Nov 2009. The MD
is meant to be triggered externally by its associated SD
station [2]. Nevertheless an internal trigger mode is used
for debugging the system and for monitoring and calibra-
tion purposes. This internal trigger is activated whenever n
or more channels coincidently show discriminated signals.
The software development for the 320 MHz FPGA sam-
pling is in its final stage, the preliminary measurements on
site were taken at 80 MHz. A clustering structure, which
shows activated strips grouped together, is very common
to be found among internally triggered events with n = 8
(IT8). Since multiple scintillator strips triggered by one
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muon are very unlikely, IT8s are thought to be generated by
small showers, and the low rate of these events (∼0.1 Hz) is
consistent with this idea. The clustering effect is still under
study.
To have a better understanding of IT8 structure, air show-
ers from 1014.5 to 1016 eV randomizing the core position
over an area of 150 m radius and the angle of incidence of
their axis (0◦ < φ < 360◦ and 0◦ < θ < 30◦) were simu-
lated [8]. The particles at the ground level were propagated
towards the MD [6] and the energy deposition method was
applied. In Fig. 5 an histogram of measured IT8s is shown
on top of the one achieved by the application of the same
triggering conditions to the simulated events.
Since most events are clustered, it is expected that the cen-
tral scintillator strips on each side of the MD participate in
more events than the strips of the sides. This consideration
explains the double bump structure of the histogram. Each
band corresponds to a side of the MD with its 32 scintilla-
tors involved. It is worth noting that, although a fine tuning
is still needed, the general structure of the double bump
histogram is being reproduced by the simulation.
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Figure 5: (Top) Normalised histogram of IT8 events from
the Observatory site, the double bump structure is expected
from clustered data. (Bottom) Normalised histogram of
simulated events, air showers from 1014.5 to 1016 eV prop-
agated underground were used to build it.
Field measured time structure is matched by muon signals
from laboratory measurements. In Fig. 6 such a compar-
ison is shown. The bin width of 12.5 ns corresponds to
the sampling rate of 80 MHz used for MD data acquisition.
Both sets show similar features.
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Figure 6: Normalised histograms of time width for MD
data and muon signals measured at the laboratory. Both
data sets show similar structures.
5 Summary
A full simulation of the AMIGA muon counter was pre-
sented. Its three methods of injecting traces were de-
scribed. They include the possibility of injecting real muon
signals from laboratory measurements, the generation of
pulses modeled with experimental parameters, and a third
method which builds the muon signals from deposited en-
ergy in the scintillator strips. Simulated pulses show good
agreement with measured muons. The cross talk effect of
the PMT is incorporated to find the right counting strategy
to avoid overcounting. The 2G30ns technique shows the
best counting ratio among the inspected ones. The over-
counting due to cross talk is negligible with this strategy re-
gardless of the discrimination threshold. Real muon pulses
were injected and counting ratios of 99% at 110 cm from
the PMT, 99% at 297 cm, and 88% at 482 cm were found.
The latter constitutes a lower limit giving the fiber attenua-
tion. Preliminary results of the first muon counter modules
installed at the Observatory were presented. The perfor-
mance was shown to be in line with the design specifica-
tions.
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Abstract: The first part of the Auger Engineering Radio Array, presently consisting of 21 radio-detection stations, has
been installed in the surface detector array of the Pierre Auger Observatory and in close proximity to the fluorescence
detectors Coihueco and HEAT. In the coming years, the number of detection stations will grow to 160 units covering an
area of almost 20 square kilometers. AERA is sensitive to radio emission from air showers with an energy threshold of
10
17 eV and is being used to study in detail the mechanisms responsible for radio emission in the VHF band. The design
of AERA is based on results obtained from prototype setups, with which we investigated triggering methods and different
hardware concepts. We present the first data from AERA, including AERA’s first hybrid radio / particle detector events.
Keywords: radio, air shower, hybrid, AERA, Pierre Auger Observatory
1 Introduction
The radio detection of cosmic ray air showers offers a scal-
able, high-duty-cycle approach for the next generation of
air shower arrays. Broadband radio pulses from air show-
ers are coherent in the VHF band (10-100 MHz) and thus
have a signal power which scales with the square of the cos-
mic ray primary energy. The pulse characteristics can be
used to probe the electromagnetic shower development and
primary particle composition [1, 2]. Recent experiments
such as LOPES [3] and CODALEMA [4] have employed
antennas triggered by particle detectors to demonstrate the
method and verify the dominant emission mechanism —
the acceleration of shower particles in the Earth’s magnetic
field. At the same time, significant progress has been made
in the theoretical understanding of the radio signals [5],
with current work focused on the more subtle sub-dominant
emission mechanisms.
A technical challenge has been to develop a large-scale,
autonomous antenna array which triggers directly on the
radio pulses (a “self-triggered” array). At the same time,
more measurements are needed to fully understand the ra-
dio signal polarization and lateral distribution, and thus to
continue to refine theoretical models. The deployment of
the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) has started in
2010 at the Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina, in or-
der to address these technical and scientific issues. Stable
physics data-taking has begun in March 2011, and the first
hybrid radio/particle detector events have been recorded in
April 2011.
2 AERA
AERA is a radio extension of the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory. The observatory is a 3000-km2 hybrid cosmic ray air
shower detector in Argentina, with an array of 1660 water-
Cherenkov detectors and 27 fluorescence telescopes at four
locations on the periphery. The area near the Coihueco
fluorescence detector contains a number of low-energy en-
hancements, including the AMIGA infill array [6] and the
HEAT fluorescence telescopes [7]. AERA is co-located
with the infill water-Cherenkov detectors and within the
field of view of HEAT, allowing for the calibration of
the radio signal using “super-hybrid” air shower measure-
ments.
Stage 1 of AERA consists of 21 radio-detection stations
(RDS) arranged on a triangular grid with 150 m spacing.
Stages 2 and 3, with larger detector spacings of 250 m and
375 m, will increase the total area covered to nearly 20 km2
(see Fig. 1).
AERA has an energy threshold of approximately 1017 eV,
with its fundamental noise limit set by the radio emission
from the Galactic plane. The scientific goals of the experi-
ment are as follows:
• calibration of the radio emission from the air show-
ers, including sub-dominant emission mechanisms,
by using super-hybrid air shower measurements;
• demonstration of the physics capabilities of the ra-
dio technique, e.g. energy, angular, and primary mass
resolution; and
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Figure 1: Layout of AERA radio-detection stations. The
Stage 1 core stations (solid circles) were deployed in 2010.
Planned expansions (solid triangles, crosses) will increase
the instrumented area to nearly 20 km2.
• measurement of the cosmic ray composition in the
ankle region, from 0.3 to 5 EeV, with the goal of
elucidating the transition from Galactic to extra-
Galactic cosmic rays.
2.1 Radio-Detection Station
The AERA Stage 1 radio-detection stations (RDS) consist
of an antenna, associated analog and digital readout elec-
tronics, an autonomous power system, and a communica-
tions link to a central data acquisition system. The RDS de-
sign has been informed by the results of several prototype
setups at the Auger site, with progress in antenna design,
noise filtering, and self-triggering by radio detection sta-
tions at the Balloon Launching Station [8, 9] and the Cen-
tral Laser Facility [10, 11].
The RDS antenna is a dual-polarization log-periodic dipole
antenna, oriented to point north-south and east-west. The
antenna is sensitive between 27 and 84 MHz, chosen as
the relatively radio-quiet region between the shortwave and
FM bands. The north-south and east-west antenna sig-
nals are separately amplified with two low-noise amplifiers
(LNAs), each with a gain of 20 dB. The LNAs incorporate
a bandpass filter (23-79 MHz) to eliminate any issues with
intermodulation from the FM band.
The amplified antenna signals are routed into a custom alu-
minum housing containing the bulk of the station electron-
ics. The housing includes a radio-frequency-tight cham-
ber to mitigate issues with self-generated noise. Inside the
housing, the signals are further amplified and filtered with a
custom bandpass filter (30-78 MHz). Both a low-gain (+10
dB) and high-gain (+19 dB) version of each polarization is
generated, to increase the dynamic range of the station.
The four analog output channels of the filter-amplifier are
then digitized with a custom 12-bit 200 MHz digitizer. The
digitizer employs an FPGA with specially designed filter-
ing and triggering logic using the time-domain radio sig-
nals. Several digital notch filters can be configured to re-
move remaining narrowband interference before triggering.
The triggering logic employs multiple voltage thresholds
in order to reject signals with afterpulsing. Once a trigger
is recorded, up to 2048 voltage samples of each channel
are stored for transfer to the central data acquisition system
(DAQ), corresponding to 10.2 µs of data. Timestamping of
the triggers is performed using an on-board GPS receiver.
The station is powered using a photovoltaic system with
two storage batteries. For stage 1, communication to the
central DAQ is via an optical fiber network. A high-speed,
low-power wireless communications system is currently
under development for the next stages.
2.2 Data Acquisition
The central data acquisition system (DAQ) is located in
a central container, the Central Radio Station (CRS). The
CRS is powered by its own photovoltaic array and is
equipped with a weather station to monitor the local elec-
tric field (thunderstorm conditions amplify the air shower
radio signal; see e.g. Ref. [12]).
All timestamps from single RDS triggers are sent to the
central DAQ. A multi-station trigger is formed when neigh-
boring stations trigger within a time window consistent
with a signal moving at the speed of light across the ar-
ray. Once a coincidence is formed, the full radio signals
are read from the stations and stored to disk for analysis.
Trigger rates are highly dependent on the RDS thresholds
and the local noise conditions, but on average, the RDS
trigger rates are ∼ 100 Hz, while the multi-station trigger
rate is ∼ 10 Hz. The vast majority of these triggers can
be localized using the RDS data to sources on the horizon
— that is, man-made radio-frequency interference (RFI).
A number of techniques are incorporated into the DAQ to
reject RFI sources at trigger level, based on direction and
periodicity.
2.3 Beacon
A multi-frequency narrowband transmitter (“beacon”) in-
stalled at the Coihueco fluorescence detector site transmits
signals to AERA for timing calibration. Using the beacon
frequencies as a phase reference, relative offsets in the in-
dividual RDS timestamps can be corrected, improving the
timing resolution [13]. The transmitter signals are visible
in the dynamic spectrum shown in Fig. 2.
3 Calibration, Analysis, and Detector Per-
formance
Calibration of the antenna and station electronics is neces-
sary in order to translate the recorded voltages into a mea-
surement of the time-varying electric field vector. The gain
and group delay of the analog components is measured for
all channels on each RDS. The digitizers employ a self-
calibration routine using a generated DC voltage, and that
reference voltage is separately calibrated for each station.
Frequency-dependent corrections to the digitizer DC gain
have also been measured.
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Figure 2: A daily dynamic spectrum from October 2010 — electric field strength versus frequency and time (AERA
station #1, north-south polarization). The slow daily modulation of the noise level coincides with the rise and set of the
Galactic Center. The calibration beacon can be seen as narrowband horizontal lines. The low-frequency noise outbursts
correspond to human activity and are digitally filtered before triggering.
Before correction After correction
(ns) (ns)
mean 2.3 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1
worst 2.6 0.8
Table 1: RDS relative timing resolution measured with the
beacon.
The direction- and frequency-dependent gain characteris-
tics of the antenna are initially provided by detailed simula-
tions. The simulation values are cross-checked using a cal-
ibrated reference transmitter that is flown over the AERA
site using a tethered balloon. A full end-to-end cross-check
of the calibration is planned using the same technique. Re-
sistivity measurements of the ground conditions at AERA,
which affect the antenna gain pattern, are in progress and
will be incorporated into the analysis.
The OffLine analysis framework employs the station cali-
bration data in order to reconstruct the time-varying electric
field vector received at the RDS [14]. Both gain and group-
delay-induced dispersion effects are corrected in the radio
signals. In order to account for the directional dependence
of the antenna gain, this process is iterative, with an ini-
tial reconstruction used to determine the estimated antenna
gain for a specific event. The reconstruction can then be
repeated to obtain more accurate electric field values.
An analysis of the beacon data has provided information
on the relative stability of the GPS timing, as well as the
precision possible after beacon phase correction. For this
analysis, one RDS is used as a reference, and changes in
the relative phase of the beacon frequencies in other sta-
tions are tracked and then corrected. The timing resolution
achieved is better than 1 ns (see Table 1).
Reconstructed azimuth directions from approximately 14
hours of unfiltered data are shown in Fig. 3. The peaks cor-
respond to RFI sources on the horizon and can easily be
filtered out. These raw data can also be used to estimate
the angular resolution of the first-guess reconstruction al-
Figure 3: Reconstructed azimuth direction of 14 hours of
unfiltered AERA data (8.7× 105 events). The peaks corre-
spond to noise sources on the horizon.
gorithm, a plane wave fit. Assuming the dominant sources
are point sources on the horizon, the median space angle
difference to the closest of these sources for each event
is 4.2◦. As we will show in the following section, this
is larger than AERA’s angular resolution for more distant
cosmic ray events.
A number of reconstruction methods are under develop-
ment which will further improve the angular resolution.
These include:
• spherical and/or conical wave reconstructions;
• lateral distribution fits taking into account polariza-
tion effects;
• reconstructions after beacon correction; and
• localization with coherent beamforming.
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Figure 4: Calibrated radio pulse recorded for a 5.7 EeV
cosmic ray event. Both north-south (solid) and east-west
(dashed) polarizations are shown. The distance to the re-
constructed shower axis is 114 m.
Figure 5: Polar skyplot showing reconstructed arrival di-
rections of hybrid radio / surface detector events (the cen-
ter is vertically overhead). SD directions are indicated by
crosses, and for events that triggered three or more radio
stations, AERA directions are shown with contours (Gauss-
ian smearing of 3◦).
4 First Hybrid and Super-Hybrid Events
The AERA Stage 1 array has been stably taking data since
March 2011. Following optimization of threshold and trig-
ger settings, the first coincident hybrid radio-SD (surface
detector) events were recorded in April 2011. The rate
of coincident events since then is approximately 0.3 to
0.9 day
−1
, depending on trigger settings and the number of
stations required in coincidence. An example radio signal
from a self-triggered cosmic ray event in shown in Fig. 4.
A polar skyplot showing the reconstructed directions from
both radio and SD is shown in Fig. 5. The median angular
distance between the radio and SD reconstructions, which
includes the error from the SD reconstruction, is 2.8◦. The
north-south asymmetry shows the dominantly geomagnetic
nature of the emission, as these data were taken primarily
using a trigger on the east-west polarization. This asym-
metry can be reduced by also triggering on the north-south
polarization. The first super-hybrid event, including fluo-
rescence, surface detector, and radio data, was recorded on
April 30, 2011, and analysis is in progress.
5 Conclusions and Outlook
Building upon the previous successes of experiments such
as LOPES, CODALEMA, and prototype setups at the
Auger site, AERA has demonstrated the technical feasi-
bility of a self-triggered radio air shower array. Analysis
of the first hybrid events is ongoing and will provide the
necessary measurements to refine our understanding of air
shower emission in the VHF band. Super-hybrid events,
including data from the fluorescence detectors, will pro-
vide an accurate energy cross-calibration for both AERA
and the SD infill array. Advanced reconstruction methods
using the polarization and frequency characteristics of the
radio pulses will soon allow tests of the energy resolution
and mass determination capabilities of the radio method.
Development of hardware for Stages 2 and 3 of AERA is
well underway. Selected improvements to the Stage 1 de-
sign include: a high-speed wireless communications sys-
tem; large storage buffers in the RDS for sub-threshold
event readout; and lower power consumption, which sig-
nificantly lowers the cost per station. Within the next few
years, the complete 20-km2 array will provide the most de-
tailed insights yet into both radio air shower physics and
the cosmic ray composition at the ankle.
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Abstract: Radio detectors acting as prototypes of the AERA project at the Pierre Auger Observatory have been used to
observe air showers. We present results from a first radio setup consisting of three detection stations running in a fully-
autonomous mode and with an independent triggering detection technique. Different stations of a second radio setup have
been used to study the emission mechanism. The resulting data sets from both setups confirm the dominant role of the
geomagnetic field in the emission mechanism. We present the results of these analyses and discuss how the polarization
information is used to disentangle the geomagnetic induced emission from the emission caused by the charge excess in
the shower.
Keywords: cosmic rays, radio detection, Pierre Auger Observatory, polarization, radio emission, AERA
1 Introduction
The secondary particles of extensive air showers (EAS) in-
duced by cosmic rays emit a detectable electric field in the
MHz radio frequency range. The radio-detection technique
is expected to be very promising because it has a duty cycle
close to 100% and could give access to the main charac-
teristics of the primary cosmic ray: following recent sim-
ulations [1, 2], it appears that the signal is highly corre-
lated to the longitudinal development of the shower, which
would be of prime interest to estimate the primary compo-
sition of high energy cosmic rays. The results obtained by
the CODALEMA [3] and the LOPES [4] radio detection
experiments encouraged us to install 2 initial experiments
at the Pierre Auger Observatory [5, 6] in the scope of the
AERA (Auger Engineering Radio Array) experiment, de-
scribed in another contribution at this conference [7]. The
energy threshold of the Auger Surface Detector (SD) is
3× 1017 eV. The event (cosmic rays) rate is of the order of
1.6 km−2.day−1. In order to increase the rate of detected
events at places where the AERA prototypes are installed,
additional surface detectors have been installed at the cen-
ter of two elementary triangular cells, leading to a local
energy threshold below 1017 eV.
We present in this paper the main results obtained with
these two prototypes for AERA. We first present the results
of the upgraded version of the setup described in [8, 9],
which was used to register the first fully autonomous
cosmic-ray radio detection and gave a strong indication on
the geomagnetic origin of the electric-field emission mech-
anism. Then, we present the polarization analysis of the
setup [10] giving evidence for another electric field emis-
sion mechanism due to charge excess in the shower front.
2 Autonomous radio detection of air showers
One of the AERA prototype setups is made of 3 fully au-
tonomous radio detection stations, whose principle is de-
scribed in [8, 9]. The main characteristic of these stations
is that they are independently triggered by the radio signal
itself and do not rely on any external particle detector trig-
ger. In the upgraded version of this system considered here,
the station sensitivity has been greatly improved by using
a butterfly antenna which simultaneously measures the in-
coming electric field in both east-west (EW) and north-
south (NS) polarizations [11]. The 3 stations are located
close to the center of the SD array and form an equilat-
eral triangle. The distance between the three stations is
140 m. The waveform is recorded in the full frequency
band 0.1 − 150 MHz for both polarizations, but the trig-
ger decision is made when the signal exceeds a pre-defined
threshold in the 45−55 MHz band, using an analog trigger
board. The choice of the trigger frequency band excludes
the AM and FM radio emissions. The recorded signal is
sampled at a frequency of 1 GHz during 2.56 µs. Each
of the 3 stations sends its own data by WiFi to a central
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data acquisition PC and the search for coincidences with
the SD is done offline by comparing the SD events times-
tamps with those of the registered radio events. These sta-
tions were installed on May 10, 2010 and the first coinci-
dence with the SD has been observed on May 13, 2010.
Up to March 25, 2011, a total of 40 events have been de-
tected in coincidence with the SD array, on the basis of one
event each 4 days, taking into account the effective obser-
vation time of the radio stations. Fig. 1 shows the measured
time difference between the SD and the radio-detection sta-
tions as a function of the expected time difference given
the shower geometry. The correlation is very clear and the
slope is compatible with unity as expected. The arrival di-
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Figure 1: Correlation between the measured time differ-
ence between a coincident radio station and the SD and the
corresponding time difference expected from the shower
geometry.
rection of these 40 events are not uniform in azimuth, in
contrast with the arrival direction of all the events detected
by the SD in the same time period. The skymap of these
events in local coordinates is presented Fig. 2: 70% of the
events are coming from south. This strong southern ex-
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Figure 2: Skymap in local coordinates (zenith angle, az-
imuth) of the 40 self triggered events in coincidence with
the SD, smoothed by a 5◦ Gaussian beam. The orange dot
stands for the geomagnetic field in Malargu¨e. The zenith is
at the center, the north at the top and the east on the right.
cess is in good agreement with what was already observed
by the previous version of this setup [9] and also by the
CODALEMA [3] experiment in the northern hemisphere,
with an excess of events coming from the north. This ob-
servation corresponds to an emission mechanism compat-
ible to first order with ~n × ~B, where ~n is the direction of
the shower axis and ~B is the local geomagnetic field vec-
tor. With the reasonable hypothesis that the probability to
detect the electric field is proportional to its amplitude, a
computation based on this simple model gives an expected
excess of 68% of events coming from the south, in very
good agreement with the observation.
Another important milestone in the radio detection tech-
nique has been the observation for the first time (on January
13, 2011) of a shower detected by 3 detection methods: 10
surface detectors, 3 telescopes located in the 3 fluorescence
sites and 1 radio station detected the same event. Analy-
sis is underway to determine the correlation between the
recorded electric field and the longitudinal profile of the
shower.
Figure 3: Detection of an airplane. The detected trajec-
tory is indicated by the dots and the reconstructed trajec-
tory is represented by the solid line. The angular resolution
for this radio setup of three stations separated by 140 m is
around 0.7◦. The bar on the right side indicates the time
elapsed in seconds since the first event when the airplane
was detected (from south to north).
This upgraded setup was also able to detect airplane tran-
sits in the vicinity of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Fig. 3
shows an example of such a trajectory with the correspond-
ing fit, assuming that the airplane altitude and velocity are
constant and that the trajectory is linear. This allows to es-
timate an angular resolution around 0.7◦. Airplane signal
data will be used to inter-calibrate the stations.
3 Polarization studies
The second radio setup [12] for AERA was located in the
western part of the SD array and consisted of 3 antennas po-
sitioned on an equilateral triangle separated by a distance of
100 m. These stations were triggered by an external scin-
tillator as it was found that the radio background in this site
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is larger than at that of the first radio setup. We used the
data from two logarithmic-periodic dipole antennas (LP-
DAs) [13], the third antenna was of a different type and
was used for test purposes. The LPDAs are measuring the
electric field in the two NS and EW polarizations. After a
particle trigger the data is recorded over 10 µs at a sampling
rate fsamp = 400MHz. We registered 494 events in coinci-
dence with the SD between May 2007 and May 2008. The
SD reconstruction provides the geometry of the showers.
Many of these events do not present a clear radio counter-
part so that we select the events having an average total
power1 within a given time window around the expected
position of the maximum (knowing the shower geometry)
larger than five times the average total power computed in a
noise window of the time series. We ignore events detected
during thunderstorms. There are 37 radio signals that pass
these cuts.
The analysis of these signals confirms the conclusion ob-
tained from the data collected with the prototype pre-
viously described: the dominant emission mechanism
for the electric field is the geomagnetic radiation with
a macroscopic electric field of the form ~E ∝ ~n ×
~B. The polarization is therefore expected to be lin-
ear with an angle φmag = arctan((~n × ~B)NS/(~n ×
~B)EW) with the EW axis. The measured polarization an-
gle is given by φ(ti) = arctan(U(ti)/Q(ti))/2 where
U and Q are the linear Stokes parameters of the wave,
given by U(ti) = 2Re(EEW(ti)E∗NS(ti)) and Q(ti) =
|EEW(ti)|2 − |ENS(ti)|2. The average polarization angle
φ¯ is estimated as the average of the polarization angles in
the time window in which the signal is present. The un-
certainty on φ¯ is given by ∆φ¯ = K
N
√∑
N
i=1
(φ(ti)− φ¯)2
where K = fsamp/∆f , ∆f being the effective bandwidth
of the measurement and N the number of samples in the
signal window. The correlation between the expected φmag
and the measured value is presented in Fig. 4. The cor-
relation is clear and confirms the geomagnetic origin of
the electric field as main contribution. Nevertheless, there
should be another source of the electric field: the varia-
tion of the charge excess during the development of the air
shower in the atmosphere.
4 The charge-excess contribution
Both electric field contributions differ by their specific
polarization patterns. The geomagnetic contribution is
aligned along φmag. The electric field from the charge ex-
cess is radial in the plane transverse to the shower axis so
that the polarization pattern depends on the angle φobs be-
tween the EW axis and the axis defined by the shower core
and the antenna position. We can construct an observable
characterizing the deviation from a pure geomagnetic elec-
tric field by first applying a rotation to the x=EW and y=NS
axis to make the new x′ axis aligned along the φmag direc-
tion and y′ perpendicular to x′. Then we can define in this
rotated coordinate system a new angle φ′
obs
= φobs−φmag.
Figure 4: Measured polarization angle for the 37 signals
from events in coincidence with the SD as a function of the
expected polarization angle in case of a pure geomagnetic
origin of the electric field. The dotted line represents full
correlation.
We define R by:
R =
N∑
i=1
Ex′(ti)Ey′(ti)/
N∑
i=1
(E
2
x′
(ti) + E
2
y′
(ti)). (1)
For a pure geomagnetic electric field, the value of R will
be equal to 0 by construction. In this expression, the sum-
mation is done as before on all the samples in the signal
window. To calculate R from the data, we take into ac-
count the noise levels with a contribution nE
x′
and nE
y′
computed in the same way but outside of the signal win-
dow and using a larger number of samples to get a better
estimation. For the data, the denominator in Eq. 1 takes the
form
∑
N
i=1
(E
2
x′
(ti) − n2E
x′
+ E
2
y′
(ti) − n2E
y′
). We com-
pare the values of R for the 494 measurements of the elec-
tric field of coincident events with the SD to the values ob-
tained for axis distance below 300 m with simulated events
with REAS3 [14] and MGMR [15] having the same ge-
ometry than the observed events. From the charge-excess
component, we expect a modulation in the value of R with
a period of 360◦. This modulation appears clearly for both
simulations as shown in Fig. 5. The values ofRdata are cal-
culated for the 37 signals; their uncertainties are obtained
from the noise level determined on event-by-event basis.
Concerning Rsim, for each of the 37 signals, we generated
a set of simulated showers to account for uncertainties on
its reconstructed characteristics (axis direction, core posi-
tion, energy). The central value and error bar of Rsim for
each event is taken as the average and rms of Rsim of the
set of corresponding simulated events. The set of simulated
events contains 25 showers for REAS3 and 100 showers for
MGMR. The correlation between Rdata and Rsim is pre-
sented in Fig. 6. The correlation can be quantified using
1. Defined as the sum of the squares of the time series measure-
ments envelope for both polarizations.
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Figure 5: Values of R as a function of φ′
obs
. Red trian-
gles and black circles correspond toR values obtained with
MGMR and REAS3 respectively, for axis distance below
300 m.
Figure 6: Correlation between Rdata and Rsim for the 37
selected signals. The dotted lines represent full correlation.
χ
2
=
∑
n
i=1
(Rdata,i − Rsim,i)2/(σ2data,i + σ2sim,i) where
n = 37 is the number of points and σ are the uncertainties
on the corresponding axes. To compare the data with simu-
lations without the charge-excess component, we run mod-
ified REAS3 and MGMR simulations leading to the corre-
sponding χ2
0
=
∑
n
i=1
R
2
data,i
/(σ
2
data,i
+ σ
2
sim,i
) because
in this case Rsim = 0. Accounting for the charge excess
component reduces the χ2 for both REAS3 and MGMR:
the χ2/n goes from 6.28 to 2.64 and from 6.08 to 3.53 re-
spectively.
5 Conclusion
The data from 2 prototypes of radio setups have been used
to observe the dominant role of the geomagnetic field in
the emission of the electric field by the secondary parti-
cles in air showers. The possibility of detecting air show-
ers in a fully autonomous way has been demonstrated. In
the analysis of the polarization data of events detected in
coincidence with the SD, the inclusion of the contribution
of the electric field component due to the charge excess in
the showers leads to a better agreement with the data than
considering only a purely geomagnetic contribution. These
first very encouraging results will be checked in more de-
tails with AERA at the Pierre Auger Observatory.
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Abstract: The Pierre Auger Research and Development Array is conceived as a test bed aiming at validating an improved
and more cost-effective one-photomultiplier surface detector design and a new communication system. The array of ten
surface detectors and ten communication-only stations is currently being deployed in southeastern Colorado and will
be operated at least until mid-2012. It is configured in such a way to allow testing of the peer-to-peer communication
protocol and the new surface detector electronics that features an enhanced dynamic range aimed at reducing the distance
from the shower core where saturation is observed. Atmospheric monitoring developments are also ongoing at the site
and are presented in a separate paper. These developments are expected to improve the performances of the southern site
of the Pierre Auger Observatory and enable future enhancements.
Keywords: Pierre Auger Observatory, Ultra-high energy cosmic rays, R&D for a future next-generation ground obser-
vatory
1 Introduction
The Pierre Auger Observatory [1, 2] aims at measuring
the properties of the highest-energy cosmic rays using a
large array of surface detectors combined with air fluores-
cence telescopes. From its original inception, the Pierre
Auger Observatory was meant to achieve full sky coverage
through the operation of two sites, one in each hemisphere.
The southern site of the Observatory (Auger South), offi-
cially completed in November 2008, consists of an array
of over 1660 surface detectors and 27 fluorescence tele-
scopes (including the 3 elevated field-of-view HEAT tele-
scopes [3]) deployed at 4 sites and overlooking the ground
array.
The Pierre Auger Research and Development Array (RDA)
in southeastern Colorado (USA) was originally conceived
as a test bed for validating improved detector, communica-
tions and atmospheric monitoring techniques for the pro-
posed northern site of the Observatory (Auger North) in
Colorado. Fiscal constraints in the US have delayed Auger
North until the indefinite future. Much of the development
resulting from the RDA, however, was also expected to ex-
tend the physics potential of Auger South, both by improv-
ing the performance of the current detector and by enabling
future enhancements. Given the substantial investment by
nearly all countries of the Auger Collaboration, the scope
and goals of the RDA were slightly revised to be more
aligned with specific needs of Auger South. In this con-
text, the RDA has two major goals:
Validate a new surface detector design. A new surface de-
tector is being developed that is more cost-effective to build
and to operate. It is based on one central photomultiplier
(PMT) design coupled to electronics with updated compo-
nents yielding better resolution and dynamic range. Sur-
face detectors built to the new design can be used for in-fill
arrays that will provide more detailed cosmic ray measure-
ments at energies below the ankle of the spectrum, provid-
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ing a basis for understanding the transition from galactic to
extragalactic sources.
Benchmark a new communication system. A new, versatile
peer-to-peer radio-communication system will be tested at
the R&D site. Originally designed to address the particu-
lar topology of the northern site, this new communication
system can be used at Auger South as replacement or com-
plement of the existing aging system in enhancements such
as in-fills. Adding capacity to the communication system
is critical to all future upgrades of the southern site, includ-
ing, for example, large area radio arrays, if shown to be a
viable alternative to air fluorescence for measuring the lon-
gitudinal profiles of cosmic-ray showers.
Figure 1: Layout of the R&D array in southeastern Col-
orado near the town of Lamar (see text for details).
Figure 1 shows the layout of the RDA located a few miles
south of the city of Lamar, CO. Ten surface detectors (green
circles) are concentrated in the southern part of the array
within a triangle covering about 2 square miles with the
detectors placed on the corners of a square-mile grid and
additional in-fill positions comprising a doublet (two detec-
tors 12 m apart) and two more detectors forming with the
doublet a 575 m triangle. This configuration allows for the
collection of a wide energy range of cosmic-ray showers
to test the response of the new one-PMT surface detector.
Ten communication-only stations (red triangles) are added
to this array to specifically test the peer-to-peer commu-
nication system. The role of these stations is to simulate
the broadcast of data from a large number of surface de-
tectors upstream of the concentrator station located at the
RDA headquarters (green star). The standard communica-
tion station is a standalone mast about 6 m high (the same
height as that on the detectors). At three locations across
the array (identified with an extra ”T”), commercial towers
about 12 m high are used to achieve line-of-sight with the
neighboring positions.
Figure 2: (Left) The original 3-PMT surface detector used
in Auger South. (Right) The central 1-PMT surface detec-
tor as assembled for the RDA.
In parallel, a vigorous R&D program in atmospheric mon-
itoring is also proceeding at the site and is presented in a
separate contribution to this conference [4].
2 The 1-PMT Surface Detector
2.1 Mechanical design
A surface detector station at the southern site [1] includes
a rotationally molded polyethylene tank 3.6 m in diame-
ter with a water height of 1.2 m and water inventory of
12,000 liters. An example of the assembled station is
shown in figure 2 (left). The tank being developed for
possible use at the northern site, shown in figure 2 (right),
uses the same molding technology but was altered to have
one PMT rather than the original three. It is constructed
with more gradual slopes and more rounded corners on the
top structure of the tank. The features on the tank top are
required to maintain high stiffness to resist creep failure,
especially with the heavier mast, antenna, and electronics
structures supported on the tank top. The rounding and
gentle slopes were incorporated to allow rotomolding of an
extra foam insulation layer on the interior, a feature neces-
sary to prevent the water from freezing solid in a particu-
larly harsh cold snap sometimes observed in Colorado. A
research program to develop this rotationally molded foam
insulation layer was underway, when the objectives of the
RDA were revised to address the needs in Auger South. It
was then decided to include a simpler, low-cost insulation
system of foam polyethylene sheets screwed to the interior
walls of the tank which should be capable of preventing
freezing damage for the short operating time required.
The water inside the tank is contained in an opaque, closed
polyethylene liner with a Tyvek R© inner surface. The liners
used were surplus from the southern site and were mod-
ified to have a single PMT port instead of three. Screw
caps on several small ports allow for water filling and the
installation of LED flashers. A modified solar power sys-
tem has been installed for the RDA using a single solar
panel (80 Wp, compared to two 53 Wp panels at Auger
South) and a single 105 Ah valve regulated lead acid ab-
sorbed glass mat (VRLA-AGM) lead-acid battery. The
lower power consumption (possibly as little as 5 W when
fully developed, compared to 10 W in Auger South) an-
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ticipated for the RDA electronics allowed the reduced size
of the power system, and the opportunity to compare per-
formance of the AGM-type battery with the selectively-
permeable-membrane flooded lead acid batteries used at
the southern site is most welcome.
The single PMT is bonded to a thin, transparent polyethy-
lene window with clear silicone rubber optical couplant,
as at the southern site. The enclosure, however, is a new
design that seals the PMT and its base away from expo-
sure to the air inside the tank. Eventually, with production
electronics of smaller size than the prototype electronics
of the RDA, the electronics will be included inside this
hermetically-sealed enclosure. This will result in more
stable temperatures and more controlled humidity to re-
duce the possibility of corrosion. Rubber glands form seals
where cables enter the sealed enclosures. For the RDA,
the main electronics is enclosed in a separate sealed box
inside the tank. The communication electronics and the
Tank Power Control Board, used to monitor and provide
some measure of control over the solar power system, are
mounted in an enclosure outside the tank, clamped to the
antenna mast behind the solar panel.
2.2 Surface Detector Electronics
The signal in a surface detector varies dramatically both
with time and with distance from the shower core, so a
wide dynamic range is required. The system must accom-
modate signals from the photoelectron level for small elec-
tromagnetic signals far from the core to large currents due
to the passage of peak particle intensity near the shower
core. The design of the electronics for the new surface
detector is based on the successful design used in Auger
South [5]. At the southern site, two overlapping 10-bit
flash ADCs are used per PMT, to digitize signals derived
from the anode and the amplified last dynode to obtain
a 15-bit (3×104) dynamic range. Nevertheless, saturated
signals are observed near the core of high-energy events.
The new surface detector electronics design is more highly
integrated due to advances in field of programmable gate
arrays (also called PLDs) and extends the dynamic range
from 15 bits to 22 bits (4×106), thereby decreasing the
distance from the core where saturated signals will be ob-
served (from 500 m to 100 m for 1020 eV showers). The
dynamic range extension is achieved by using signals de-
rived from the anode and from a deep (5th out of 8) dyn-
ode. The high voltage supply to the tube is designed so
that space charge saturation in the last few dynodes does
not feed back to the beginning of the dynode chain. This
extended dynamic range also provides a more precise deter-
mination of the lateral distribution function for the highest
energy events. The power consumption of the system will
also be about half due to advances in low voltage CMOS
components and the reduction of the number of photomul-
tipliers from three to one.
As in Auger South, a hierarchical trigger is implemented
with the Local Station Controller (LSC). The lowest level
(level 1) trigger is formed by the trigger PLD, which con-
tinuously monitors the PMT signals for shower-like sig-
nature. A local low power microprocessor applies addi-
tional constraints to form level 2 triggers, which are passed
on to the observatory campus through the communication
system for higher level trigger formation. The LSC is
based on an ATMEL AT91RM9200 microcontroller, with
128 Megabytes of RAM, several USB interfaces (one used
as a 4 Gigabytes file system), Ethernet 10/100, GPS Re-
ceiver M12M Timing used to time-stamp the events, slow
control ADC AD7490 (12 bits, 16 channels), slow control
DAC TI DAC7554 (12 bits, 4 channels), 3 dual channels
syFlash Adc LTC2280 (10 bits, 100 MHz), and an Altera
Cyclone III (canbus interface for connection to the radio
system, Time Tagging and Trigger firmware). The front-
end analog board performs 50-MHz lowpass filtering and
signal duplication. The Anode, Anode x 30, Anode x 0.1
and Dynode signals are digitized and then routed to the Cy-
clone FPGA. The LSC runs a Linux Debian 2.6.27 Oper-
ating System, with I-Pipe and Xenomai 2.4.10 RealTime
extensions. The software-based level 2 (T2) trigger re-
duces the T1 event rate from 100 Hz to 20 Hz. Only the
time-stamps of the T2 and a rough evaluation of the energy
received in the detector are sent to the Central Data Ac-
quisition System (CDAS) every second. All the T1 events
are stored locally in DRAM and the data sent to CDAS
upon request when the CDAS has detected a multi station
coincidence. A maximum of 2000 events are stored, corre-
sponding to about 20 seconds of data taking. A continuous
calibration of the detector is made locally using the muon
data available from the front end, and the result of the cal-
ibration sent to CDAS along with the higher-level T3 data.
In addition a LED flasher can also be used for that purpose.
The various electronics boards, namely the LSC and the
LED flasher driver inside the tank, and the Tank Power
Control Board and the communication electronics in the
enclosure on the mast, are interconnected via a ISO stan-
dard Controller Area Network (CAN) bus, which provides
power, distribution of GPS timing pulses, and transfer of
event and monitoring data. This scheme is an improve-
ment on the Auger South design, with both fewer cables
and more robust data transmission.
3 The peer-to-peer communication system
3.1 Concept
At the southern site, each station communicates directly
with one of four tower-mounted concentrator stations lo-
cated on the periphery of the array. From there, data is for-
warded via commercial microwave links to a fifth tower at
the Observatory campus. This is possible because the ter-
rain is remarkably flat, but surrounded by peripheral hills
upon which to place the towers, affording a clear line-of-
sight between each station and a tower. However, at the
northern site, direct station-to-tower routing is infeasible
due to the much larger surface area of the planned array,
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the absence of convenient peripheral hills, and the presence
of internal hills, ridges and gullies that impede station-to-
tower line-of-sight. Therefore, it was decided to config-
ure the Auger North surface detector communication sys-
tem as a Peer-to-Peer Wireless Sensor Net (P2P-WSN). In
a P2P-WSN, the transfer of data between a station and the
concentrator is accomplished via multi-hop relaying of data
between neighboring stations, rather than a single hop di-
rectly to the concentrator. The greatest disadvantage to P2P
routing is reliability, because the failure of one radio will
disconnect not only itself, but all stations upstream of that
point (away from the concentrator). Thus, redundant rout-
ing and fault-tolerance must be present in the WSN. The
particular WSN paradigm chosen for the northern site is the
Wireless Architecture for Hard Real-Time Embedded Net-
works (WAHREN) [6]. WAHREN routes all messages via
a second order power chain topology, in which each station,
or node, communicates not only with its nearest, or first or-
der, neighbors but also with its second-nearest, or second
order, neighbors, providing the required redundancy.
The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer of WAHREN
is a Spatial Reuse Time Division Multiple Access (SR-
TDMA) protocol. SR-TDMA divides time into constant-
length transmission slots. A fixed number of slots are then
grouped into a TDMA Window. Within each window, each
node is assigned one slot in which it is allowed to transmit.
If two nodes are outside of interference range from each
other, then they can be assigned to the same slot (hence the
term Spatial Reuse). WAHREN employs a systolic broad-
cast scheduling protocol, shown in figure 3.
Figure 3: Schematic of single-source systolic broadcast
along a second-order power chain.
In this example, node 0 transmits its own message in win-
dow 0. Then, in each subsequent window, k, node k for-
wards the message received during the previous window to
two downstream neighbors (k+1 and k+2). Except for the
initial transmission from node 0 to node 1, all nodes receive
two copies of the message from two different sources. In
the single-source example above, each node transmits in
only one window. This observation makes it possible for
every node in the system to transmit its own original mes-
sage simultaneously (each within its assigned slot of win-
dow 0). Then, in each subsequent window, all messages
are forwarded at the rate of one node per window.
Power chains can turn a sharp corner in a manner that is
transparent to the graph topology. Such a structure is called
a Mo¨bius Fold. This allows the surface detector array to
potentially be partitioned into several sectors, in each of
which, several side chains intersect a backbone chain at
a right angle. The RDA layout shown in figure 1 fea-
tures such a structure with a backbone running north-to-
south and a side chain running west-to-east. The WAHREN
paradigm has been verified by a variety of formal verifica-
tion methods and testbed systems. However, the RDA will
permit extensive end-to-end testing to be done in-situ on
a full-scale grid with the hardware. RDA testing will in-
clude: (1) interference, signal strength, and bit and packet
error rate studies; (2) fault injection experiments wherein
nodes are purposely put into a failure mode; (3) tests of
trigger packet transmission and read out of data from sta-
tions; (4) traffic studies wherein fake traffic is introduced
to study system behavior at saturation.
3.2 Hardware implementation
To avoid the excessive overhead and RF band restrictions
imposed by commercial standards such as IEEE 802.11
(WiFi), custom circuit boards were designed to directly im-
plement the WAHREN protocol over four licensed, dedi-
cated channels in the 4.6 GHz band. The surface detec-
tor station radio is split into a baseband board and an RF
daughter card, both of which can be customized to other
applications. Primary control of the radio is provided by an
Altera Cyclone III FPGA. Its configuration includes mod-
ulator/demodulator circuitry, as well as dual NIOS II pro-
cessor cores, one serving as the main CPU and the other
as an input/output processor (IOP). The interface to the RF
daughter card uses a Maxim 19707 ADC/DAC chip. The fi-
nal component on the baseband board is a TMS470 micro-
controller, serving as a channel guardian. It independently
monitors transmitter output and system timing.
4 Projected timeline
The RDA is expected to be operational in the Fall of 2011
and will collect data until at least June 2012.
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Abstract: Microwave emission from the electromagnetic cascade induced in the atmosphere by ultra-high energy cosmic
rays (UHECR) may allow for a novel detection technique, which combines the advantages of the well-established fluo-
rescence technique - the reconstruction of the shower profile - with a 100% duty cycle, minimal atmospheric attenuation
and the use of low-cost commercial equipment. Two complementary techniques are currently being pursued at the Pierre
Auger Observatory. AMBER (Air-shower Microwave Bremsstrahlung Experimental Radiometer), MIDAS (Microwave
Detection of Air Showers) and FDWave are prototypes for a large imaging dish antenna. In EASIER (Extensive Air
Shower Identification using Electron Radiometer), the microwave emission is detected by antenna horns located on each
surface detector of the Auger Observatory. MIDAS is a self-triggering system while AMBER, FDWave, and EASIER
use the trigger from the Auger detectors to record the emission. The coincident detection of UHECR by the microwave
prototype detectors and the fluorescence and surface detectors will prove the viability of this novel technique. The status
of microwave R&D activities at the Pierre Auger Observatory will be reported.
Keywords: Pierre Auger Observatory, microwave, radio, detectors
1 Introduction
The observation of microwave emission from electromag-
netic cascades at accelerator experiments in 2003 and 2004,
along with results from a simple prototype detector [1] sug-
gest that the ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) may
be detectable from microwave emission alone. Since mi-
crowave attenuation in the atmosphere is minimal (less than
0.05 dBkm
−1 [2]) and the noise temperature of the sky
is relatively small (below 10 K for zenith angles less than
60
◦), a UHECR microwave detector could benefit from
the longitudinal observation of the air shower profile with
100% duty cycle and minimal atmospheric loss concerns.
To demonstrate whether or not microwave detection is fea-
sible, several detectors have been developed to operate in
conjunction with the Pierre Auger Observatory.
2 AMBER
The AMBER detector is an upgrade from the Gorham et
al. prototype [1], consisting of a 2.4 m low-emissivity
off-axis parabolic dish with a look angle of 30 degrees,
viewed by 4 dual-polarization, dual-band (C: 3.4−4.2 GHz
and Ku: 10.95 − 14.5 GHz) and 12 single-polarization C-
band antenna horns. The signal from the antenna horns
is passed through a low-noise block (LNB) which ampli-
Figure 1: The upgraded AMBER antenna array installed at
the HEAT enclosure at the Pierre Auger Observatory.
fies and downconverts the signal to below 2 GHz, where it
is put into a logarithmic (progressive-compression) power
detector which produces a signal roughly proportional to
the observed radio frequency (RF) power (in dBm). The
installed AMBER detector is shown in Fig. 1.
The goal of the upgraded AMBER detector is to observe
cosmic ray showers in coincidence with surface detectors
of the Pierre Auger Observatory without self-triggering.
The Surface Detector (SD) trigger latency is very long -
nominally 5 s, however, a modified array trigger (T3) al-
gorithm was developed which outputs approximately 70%
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of all T3s within 3 s. The signals from the power detector
are digitized at 100 MHz and placed into a large circular
buffer (32 GB for all input channels). Time within the cir-
cular buffer is tracked using a GPS pulse-per-second (PPS)
output and a 100 MHz clock for in-second tracking. The
accuracy of this procedure was measured by placing the
GPS PPS signal into one input channel, and requesting data
around the second boundary. From this, an observed time
resolution of 11 ns was obtained.
When the SD registers a possible cosmic ray via a T3 trig-
ger, an approximate time at ground, core location, and in-
cident direction will be derived from the trigger times and
tank positions. From the time, location, and direction pro-
vided from this reconstruction, the time that the shower
crosses the AMBER field of view (FOV), if at all, is then
calculated, and the data corresponding to that time will
be read out. From a comparison with fully-reconstructed
Auger events, the approximation is valid to within 10 ◦ de-
grees in solid angle and 500 m in core position. For all
cosmic rays within the AMBER FOV, this accuracy is suf-
ficient for a reasonable readout window (100µs) to contain
a possible cosmic ray track.
The calibration of the AMBER instrument was done by
first injecting a signal of varying power from a network an-
alyzer into the power detector modules to convert the signal
seen at the digitizer to power observed at the power detec-
tor input. Next, the front of the feed array was placed into
a liquid nitrogen bath in an anechoic chamber to perform
a Y-factor measurement to calibrate the gain and noise fig-
ure of the LNB to obtain the power at the input of the feed
array. Finally, the dish itself was calibrated separately us-
ing a Y-factor measurement using RF absorber foam and
a calibrated LNB. The combined system noise temperature
ranges from∼ 45 K for the outer single-band antennas, and
∼ 65 K for the inner antennas in C-band. Ku-band system
temperatures were significantly higher (∼ 100 K) due to
the LNBs.
The upgraded AMBER system was in operation at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii from January to June 2010. A search
for cosmic ray candidates was performed using a separate
self-trigger board. However, the RF environment was sig-
nificantly worse than during the operation of the original
prototype, and no candidates were found. During the op-
eration period, several observations of Sun transits were
performed to validate the expected optical performance, as
seen in Fig. 2. The full-width at half-max (FWHM) of
the Sun was 2.4 ◦, and the expected FWHM based on the
dish characteristics was 2.3 ◦, giving a total field of view of
≈ 7◦ × 7◦.
Following the operation in 2010, the AMBER detector was
packaged and shipped to Argentina. The detector was re-
assembled and integrated at the Coihueco Fluorescence
Detector (FD) site, alongside the HEAT [3] fluorescence
telescopes (which have a similar viewing angle), and over-
looking the SD infill array. Data taking in coincidence with
the Auger SD is currently underway.
Figure 2: RF power as a function of time for a Sun transit
observed by AMBER. The Sun’s path was directly through
the C3H/C5 pixels, partially through the C1H/C2H pixels,
and not directly in C4H at all. Observed FWHM for the
Sun was 2.4 ◦, compared to an expected 2.3 ◦ for the dish
geometry.
Figure 3: The MIDAS prototype at the University of
Chicago.
3 MIDAS
The MIDAS detector (shown in Fig. 3) consists of a 4.5 m
parabolic reflector with a 53-pixel camera with 7 rows of
7 or 8 pixels, arranged in a staggered layout to maximize
coverage. The pixel’s field of view (≈ 1.3 ◦ × 1.3 ◦ at
center) depends on its position on the camera due to aber-
rations, for a total camera FOV of ≈ 20 ◦ × 10 ◦. Pixels
are integrated with commercial satellite television LNBF
(LNB with feedhorn), and the down-converted RF signal is
passed into a logarithmic power detector.
The 53 analog channels are organized in groups of 8 in
rack-mount electronics enclosures, where the output sig-
nal of the power detector is digitized by a 20 MHz 14-bit
FADC on a VME board developed by the Electronics De-
sign Group at the Enrico Fermi Institute at University of
Chicago. An on-board FPGA is used for digital signal pro-
cessing and trigger.
The MIDAS trigger, implemented in the FPGAs of the
FADC boards, selects candidate events by pixel topology
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and time coincidence requirements. For each pixel, the sig-
nal is continuously digitized and the running ADC sum of
10 consecutive time bins is calculated. Whenever this sum
falls below a preset threshold, a First Level Trigger (FLT) is
issued for the pixel and a 10µs gate is opened. This thresh-
old is adjusted every second to keep the FLT rate close
to 100 Hz. The Second Level Trigger (SLT) performs a
search for pre-defined patterns of FLT triggers whose gates
overlap in time. Valid patterns correspond to the expected
topology of a cosmic ray shower (straight tracks across the
camera). When a SLT is issued, a stream of 100µs of ADC
data (including 500 pre-trigger samples) is stored in mem-
ory for each of the 53 channels.
Several sources of GHz RF interference were observed
to be present in the urban environment of the University
of Chicago campus, including cellular phone towers, var-
ious motors, and most notably the navigation system of
airplanes overflying the MIDAS antenna on their route to
Midway Airport. The RF interference may increase sud-
denly, generating bursts of events during several seconds.
Similar interference was observed at the AMBER installa-
tion at University of Hawaii. Significant improvement of
the background conditions were observed with the installa-
tion of bandpass filters designed specifically to cut out the
airplane transmission frequency.
Calibration of the MIDAS prototype was performed both
during its comissioning and periodically during data tak-
ing. A relative calibration is performed using a log-periodic
antenna positioned at the center of the reflector, excited by
an RF pulse generator. The antenna illuminates the whole
camera with a 4 GHz RF pulse of a few µs pulse width,
with pulse power varied from -60 to 0 dBm in 5 dBm steps.
The antenna will be used to monitor the stability of the sys-
tem during data taking by firing a set of 10 pulses with fixed
power and duration every 15 minutes.
An absolute calibration of MIDAS was performed using
several astronomical sources, including the Sun, the Moon
(≈ 0.01F⊙), and the Crab Nebula (≈ 10−3 F⊙), giving
an effective system temperature of ≃ 120 K.
Based on the measurements from Gorham et al. [1], us-
ing quadratic energy scaling and the measured system tem-
perature, a MIDAS pixel viewing the shower maximum
of a 5 EeV shower at 10 km distance would measure ≈
2000 ADC counts under the baseline. With linear scal-
ing, a 10 EeV shower at the same distance would yield
≈ 200 ADC counts, as compared to the measured pixel
baseline fluctuation of about 70 ADC counts. Thus, the
MIDAS prototype has a good sensitivity for UHECR de-
tection.
In addition, an end-to-end Monte Carlo simulation of the
MIDAS prototype was developed, including the camera
beam patterns and the absolute calibration, which is being
used for a realistic estimate of the event rate, and for the
characterization of the expected events in the same format
as the data. An example of a simulated event is shown in
Fig. 4.
Figure 4: Event display of a simulated MIDAS event. Top
left: FLT pixels with color indicating increasing trigger
time from light (red) to dark (blue). Top right: FADC traces
for selected pixels. Bottom left: FLT trigger gate integrated
over all pixels in a row versus time. Bottom right: ADC
running sum for selected pixels.
The MIDAS prototype has been in stable operation for 6
months at the University of Chicago, and is in the process
of being relocated to the Los Leones FD site.
4 FDWave
The aim of the FDWave project is to develop a microwave
telescope equipped with a matrix of radio receivers tak-
ing advantage of the existing infrastructure in the Pierre
Auger Observatory. The integration of microwave detec-
tors in the Auger Observatory will be performed by in-
stalling GHz antennas in installed pixels without photomul-
tipliers (PMTs) at the Los Leones FD site (264 total). The
firmware of the FD trigger boards will be modified in order
to exclude the microwave signal from the trigger decision.
In coincidence of a shower detected by the FD telescopes,
the microwave signal will be acquired and registered in
the standard data format used by the Auger Collaboration.
Extrapolating the reconstructed longitudinal profile within
the FOV of the antennas and comparing the energy deposit
with the microwave signal, it will be possible to obtain im-
portant information on the emission yield and then on the
feasibility of this new detection technique.
A careful study of the FD optics [5] and of its use at the
GHz frequencies has been performed. The spherical mir-
rors (3.4 m curvature radius) of Los Leones are of the alu-
minum kind and therefore conveniently reflecting. The
spherical focal surface has a radius of 1.743 m and the
detectors are placed in the holes of an aluminium camera
body. The camera geometry puts a constraint on the low-
est detectable frequency - feeds below 9 GHz are too big
and cannot be used with the present camera geometry. This
minimum frequency is very close to the Ku-band. Staying
within this band has the important advantage of the low cost
of the instrumentation due to their large commercial diffu-
sion. The optimal radio receiver fitting the camera geom-
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etry constraints is the ”RED Classic” straight-feed 40 mm
LNB manufactured by Inverto.
The simulation of the FD optics including the diaphragm
aperture and camera shadow shows that at 11 GHz, the
pixel field of view is ∼ 0.7 ◦. The telescope gain is
∼ 44 dBi and the dish effective area is ∼ 1.35 m2. With
those parameters the telescope should provide evidence of
the microwave emission for showers above 3 EeV with
quadratic signal scaling. The sensitivity can be signif-
icantly improved averaging the FADC traces over many
shower profiles, an operation that can be successfully
and easily performed using the shower parameters recon-
structed by the FD photomultipliers.
5 EASIER
The aim of the EASIER project is to observe radio emis-
sion in both the GHz and MHz regime from air showers
by antennas installed on each water Cherenkov tank of the
SD. Each microwave antenna covers a large field of view
of ≈ 60 ◦ angle around zenith. The RF signal from the an-
tenna is fed into a logarithmic power detector, and then dig-
itized at 40 MHz using the existing SD electronics. In ad-
dition, EASIER will benefit from the existing power distri-
bution and communication at the SD station, which greatly
simplifies its integration into SD data taking. Since the sig-
nal of the EASIER antenna is digitized by the same FADC
as the PMTs at each SD station, timing is automatically
provided and EASIER data are saved whenever an SD sta-
tion triggers. As with AMBER and FDWave, the external
triggering approach imposes no requirements on the signal
to noise ratio of the radio emission, which, under realistic
noise conditions, gives a gain of a factor of 3 to 5 relative
to self-triggering.
While the effective area of the EASIER antennas is much
smaller than the other detectors, the antennas will be signif-
icantly closer to the shower axis and within ≈ 3 km from
shower maximum, as opposed to ≈ 10 km for dish-type
antennas. In addition, due to the short distance from the
shower axis, the radio signal is compressed in time typ-
ically by a factor of 10. In principle, these factors will
compensate for the smaller effective area of the EASIER
antenna.
EASIER prototype antennas have been installed in two
hexagons of SD stations, one with GHz antennas (seen
in Fig. 5) and one with MHz antennas. The MHz de-
tectors consist of a fat active dipole antenna (as used in
CODALEMA [4]) with a 36 dB LNA, with additional fil-
ters restricting the frequency range to 30 − 70 MHz. The
GHz detectors consist of a DMX241 LNB feed, at the
top of a 3 m mast looking vertically, and passed through
a power detector. The signals are then adapted to the SD
FADC input range, resulting in a measurement range of -
20 to +30 dB relative to background for the MHz detector,
and -20 to +20 dB relative to background for the GHz de-
Figure 5: One of 7 Auger SD stations with a GHz EASIER
antenna (right mast).
Figure 6: Event display of a cosmic ray seen in the SD and
in an EASIER MHz antenna. The hexagon in the top left
indicates the tanks with EASIER MHz antennas. Signals in
the MHz antenna and SD station are visible in the top and
bottom right, respectively.
tector. An event seen by the SD and EASIER MHz anten-
nas is shown in Fig. 6.
6 Conclusion
Multiple detector prototypes are currently under construc-
tion at the Pierre Auger Observatory to attempt to observe
microwave emission from cosmic ray showers. Using the
unique resources of the world’s largest cosmic ray obser-
vatory, data regarding the microwave emission from UHE-
CRs will soon determine whether or not this detection tech-
nique is viable.
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